JUNE EMIS CHANGE CONFERENCE CALL AGENDA

FY16 EMIS Changes

- Gifted FTE Update
- Reminder – Effective Start Date required to be reported on the Student Contact Address Record (FG) starting in FY16
- Reminder – FY16 reporting will open prior to FY15 reporting ending, so it is likely that districts could be submitting FY15 data and FY16 data on the same day

FY15 Updates:

- Non-numeric scores for new Preschool ELA test
  - N – Not Yet evident (Report as a score of 0)
  - NS – Not Scorable
    - Score = ‘***’
    - Score Not Reported = ‘S – Non-Scorable Assessment’
- Additional IB Assessment Area Codes
  - IB84  Language A Literature English – Standard Level
  - IB85  Philosophy – Higher Level
  - IB86  Philosophy – Standard Level
- GN and GE accommodation information from assessment vendor
- Addition of new Required Test Type (FA215)
- Draft Assessment Vendor Layout
- KRA data update
- Final Industry Assessment Updates
- Grade Level at Time of Test – More Important
  - Cannot be from FD record at the beginning of Month